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Physics Department, University of California, Irvine, California 9271 7 (Received 28 August 1986) A theory is developed for lasing action from ensembles of relativistically or subrelativistically propagating emitters whose motion is bound in the direction(s) transverse to the direction of propagation. These include relativistic electrons and positrons channeled in crystals or other hollowchannel structures, as well as fast ions wherein a bound electron is perturbed by the crystal potential or laser light. Apart from planar-channeled positrons in crystals, the confining potentials for all other emitters in this category are strongly anharmonic. Therefore, their spectral dipolar transitions are nondegenerate, each involving a different pair of nearly discrete levels of the confining potential.
This implies that stimulated emission from such systems can exhibit coherence in the Glauber sense.
The theoretical framework presented here consists of Heisenberg equations which have the Maxwell-Bloch form with modifications resulting from the high velocity of the emitters. Steadystate semiclassical solutions of these equations are obtained. It is shown that previous approaches, based on the assumption that the cross section for stimulated emission is uniform throughout the system, do not account for the spatial variation of the polarization at high velocities. As a result, these approaches do not yield the correct gain coefficient whenever the characteristic lengths for the dephasing of the dipole oscillation and for emission amplification are comparable. The latter conditions are realizable in structures composed of channels much wider than in crystals. Lasing schemes 0 are investigated and the prospects for achieving gain in these schemes at wavelengths below 100 A are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many types of stimulated short-wavelength (vacuum uv and x-ray) radiation sources that have been suggested over the years employ beams of high-velocity (relativistic or on the emitted radiation (due to periodic changes in the refraction index, e.g. , in superlattices acting as transition-radiation devices ). The emission features in FEL's are determined by transfer of discrete momentum (wiggler quanta or reciprocal lattice vectors) to the structure from the emitter or the field.
Generally, many quantum states of the emitting electron are involved in the dynamics, which is governed by equations of the Raman-Nath or Mathieu type. ' '" As a result, short-wavelength FEL radiation is, in principle, not coherent (in the Glauber sense), ' ' exhibiting nonPoissonian photon statistics. In the quantum regime of operation, quantum recoil (which is responsible for gain) hampers coherence and, during the start-up stage, manyparticle effects lead to thermal statistics. ' Rko --mc(y -I)'~b eing the momentum of the particle on entering the structure.
Relativistic particles channeled in a structure propagate at small angles to the longitudinal direction z, which is either the symmetry axis of an axial channel or an axis nearly parallel to the direction of the beam incidence kp in a planar channel y-z. In the first case, the propagation of the channeled particle is confined by the potential V(r) in the transverse plane r~=(x,y) In what follows we neglect in (Sa) the quantum-recoil factor Rq, which is small compared to 1 for CR from electrons and positrons with energies below 1 GeV. ' ' Then (Sa) together with the matrix elements of (ea. A) become the same as the matrix elements of H, ", in (Sb).
In this energy range CR emission is dipolar. ' The set of operator Maxwell-Bloch equations (9) and (13) 
is the "amplification length. "
In what follows, the gain condition IV. THE STRONG-DEPHASING REGIME ed previously by Pantell. The process he considered was Compton scattering, in which both absorption and emission occur between the same levels e and g, whereas here pumping is part of a more general lasing scheme.
On assuming constant values (independent of z) for pw and b,co-(the validity of the latter assumption is discussed q in Secs. IV and V) the solution of (15) The inverted population density pw =- ( W) in (15) - (16) =(L2 +Lz )/2L, =GBK In order to achieve optimal conditions for gain, constant (spatially uniform) inversion must be maintained by pumping. We therefore choose 
pw (0) The pumping scheme which is appropriate for planar channeled electrons must be aimed at maintaining rnaximal inversion in the strongest transition' ' ' e~g, where the lowest level (band) is designated by g. This can be achieved by (a) choosing a beam incidence angle and divergence at which N,~Ng~N, (here N; are the fractional populations of the respective levels, e' being a higher level than e), (b) pumping the g~e' transition by a high power optical or infrared laser at a rate wg e )w, g. The relevant rate equations yield, at steady state [cf. (16) and (17) . (27) Here d is the lattice periodicity in the z direction and n the harmonic index. The pumping rate is proportional to the effective Rabi frequency squared, namely [Eq. (19) This corresponds to pumping rates achievable with highpower lasers, allowing us to satisfy AT~) 1.
The L2 values characterizing transitions in channeled ions with 13, -1 are comparable to those of channeled positrons, ' '' ' i.e. , up In a structure composed of cylindrical channels with diameter R one has, for the fundamental transition ( n, m~)~(n -l, m"+ 1) and ( n, mz )~(n, m"-1) [(n,m~) being the radial and azimuthal quantum numbers], p~/p = A Tw -w"1 p~"pT~Nn -1 p~ ( 33) where Tw is the rate of decay from (n, O) to (n -1, 1). Since T~-T1 for R above a few tens of A, it turns out that optimal pumping is achievable with reasonable optical power: taking R =40 A, y -100, and n =150, we find that AT~)N"1 p when w"1 p p ) 10 sec VI. DISCUSSION On the theoretical side, the main interest in the gain expression derived here [Eq. (18) The realization of short-wavelength lasing in such systems would provide a source of tunable coherent radiation. The coherence properties of this radiation are dictated by the two-level character of the considered emitters. These
